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Data of waterborne traffic

•AIS, available

•LRIT – Long Range Identification and Tracking, restricted

•VMS – Vessel Monitoring System, restricted

•Port arrival departure times, available

•AMVER - Automated Mutual-Assistance Vessel Rescue System

•ICOADS - International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data 

Set, available

•” The ICOADS offers surface marine data spanning the past three 

centuries” → One year of AIS data from Baltic Sea is already

more

•Still some waterborne traffic may fall outside these data sources

•About 20 000 small boats with AIS, 250 000 on the coastline

•Coastal radars

•Search And Rescue missions
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Looking at the data itself

•Messages received vs geographical location

•No data vs no traffic; Blackouts?

•Confirmation from radar?

•Messages received vs time

•Dropouts of base stations, national networks, Helcom

servers

•What is a valid AIS target? 

•Garbage filters

•MMSI, IMO can be wrong but can be a typo

•Overlapping ID numbers

•Msgs received vs time

•Target swaps; Equipment failures

•Traffic patterns

•Flag state analysis

•Route networks

•Spatial planning
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•Activity data + tech data + emission model

•Predicted energy use, emissions

•Exhaust emissions to air

•Emissions to water

•Bilge, BW/GW, ballast, stern tube oil, food waste, 

scrubber water, antifouling

•Emissions of underwater noise

•Impacts

•Human health

•Emissions to air, atmospheric

transport/transformation, human exposure, health

effects

•Environment

•Emissions to air/water, dispersion in water, 

ecosystem nutrient balance, noise

•Economic

•Cost of environmental legislation to shipping

•Monetisation of effects
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Advanced analysis
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Emission modeling
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•Modeling individual ships
•Power prediction as a function of speed

•Sea ice, wind, waves, currents, squat, 
fouling…

•Power transmission from engines to 
propeller

•Engine load balancing, aux power need

•Shaft generator, electric drives…

•Energy use, emissions of each ship
•Legislation!

•Local, regional, global rules
•Fuel type, sulphur content

•Emission abatement
•SCR, EGR, DWI, HAM, WIF…

•Route interpolation, emission mapping
•Recent additions

•Emissions to water

•Underwater noise
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Ship Traffic Emission 

Assessment Model (STEAM)

Johansson et al, Atm. Env., submitted



•…incomplete ship technical data does not exist

•…ships are using AIS all the time

•…AIS coverage is perfect in all regions

•…AIS position reports are received at good update rate
•Linear interpolation of ship routes is enough

•…there are no errors in AIS data
•No filtering needed

•…satellite AIS covers all regions, all the time

•…AIS data is freely available in scales from local to global
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In a perfect world…
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But the world is not perfect (yet)

Smart routing Linear interpolation

Johansson et al, Atm. Env., submitted



•Annual ship emission reporting
•Baltic Sea, global

•Policy scenarios
•BS, NS NECA

•SECA cost mitigation; scrubbers

•Sulphur reduction
•Costs, health/climate impacts

•Compliance monitoring support

•Black Carbon

•Ballast Water: Same Risk Area

•Monitoring, Reporting, Verification
•IMO Data Collection System

•Safety, traffic control
•Invalid or overlapping MMSI/IMO
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Examples of AIS applications

There is a LOT of science 

behind these applications!

Onboard measurements

Air quality measurements

Drones, piloted aircraft

Remote sensing (L/S/A/EO)

Sniffers

Communication

Legal responsibilities

…
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Viability of scrubbers in the Baltic?
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CO2 from Containerships, 08/2015

CO2 from Fishing vessels, 08/2015

Tallinn, 2011
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Baltic Sea has one of the longest continuous timeseries of regional

AIS data in the world. It is a treasure trove for researchers.

Thank you
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